IAM MODERNIZATION, HEAR ABOUT SUCCESS!

PRESENTERS:

Mandi Witkovsky, Director of Identity & Access Management, Purdue University
Charise Arrowood, Executive Director of Business Development, Unicon, Inc.
Agenda

• Identity Modernization, things to think about!
• Identity Modernization Story, Purdue University
• Identity Modernization, The Start
• Where is Purdue University today?
• What Steps are Next to Come?
• Questions & Answers!
Identity Modernization Story, Purdue University

Some background…

• Decades old environment
• Multiple ERP transformations
• Loss of institutional knowledge
• Multiple IT reorganizations
• Changing workforce
IDENTITY MODERNIZATION
TIMELINE

The Start
- The decision
- The process
- Top challenges
- Recommendations

Where we are now
- Current status
- Any obstacles?
- Any surprises?

The Future
- Next year's roadmap?
- Where and when does this journey end?
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Thank you!
Reach out with any additional questions

Mandi, mlmarqua@purdue.edu
Charise, carrowood@unicon.net